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00:29:15 Alis Oancea: A warm welcome to everyone in the audience. Please feel free to start 

posting your questions in the chat so that I can invite you to ask them live at the end of the 

presentation. 

00:33:32 Serap Emil: Serap from Ankara, Turkey and this is exactly what I was going to ask 

about collaboration. Being outside of the North America and Europe, not having enough h-

index numbers or citations how can we `the outsiders` develop and spread these categories 

coming from within the region. 

00:45:28 Alis Oancea: Questions, please 

00:47:32 Anna-Lena Rüland: How can scholars from or based in the Global North contribute 

to decentralizing knowledge production? 

00:48:38 Yulia Gataulina: Thank you, Leandro! My name is Yulia Gataulina (PhD student 

from Tampere University, Finland). How has the analysis on concept occurrence in the Latin 

American scholarship been performed? How have you chosen a database, and have you 

used a specific software for tracing occurrence? (I cannot unmute myself, so I would be 

grateful if a moderator could read the question, thank you!) 

00:48:51 glen chatelier: Do you see the possibility and scope of open science as one vehicle 

of cross contextulizing knowledge within Latin American knowledge sector? 

00:51:39 Piers von Berg: How does language affect the circulation of knowledge? E.g. does 

knowledge and proficiency in a specific language constrain or facilitate movement of ideas, 

access for individuals etc. (And are there separate circulations of knowledge in certain 

languages that are dominant or are mostly circulating separate to others?) Thank you. 

00:52:34 Olga Mun: Exceptionally interesting presentation. Thank you so much! 

00:52:59 Melanie Walker: Excellent paper.  Thank you! 

00:53:02 Lisa Lucas: Very interesting. Thanks. 

00:53:43 Anna-Lena Rüland: Great presentation, many thanks! 

00:54:52 Alis Oancea: Questions to start with live: Serap Emil, Glen Chatelier, Ana-Lena 

Ruland. Please continue posting questions 

00:56:07 mutia Alnimrat: thank you for this interesting presentation. 



00:56:20 Romina Miorelli: So many great pointsI liked very much one point you made 

almost on the side about whether we should call the global rankings “global”, for instance. I 

have two comments/questions. One, the lack of collaborations across the global south is 

very telling about the problem of focusing on the notion of “decolonising” universities. I 

think the concept creates a focus still on the anglo-americas and french domination and 

therefore creates ruptures across the south and avoids a clear common view of the situation 

of exclusion of knowledges from the south. Two, how do regional databases measure 

impact? My impression is that Latin American academic production has a much higher 

impact in policy making and discourse than in the north, where I find that academia tends to 

be pretty isolated. But I don’t think this can be or is in fact measured in Latin America. 

00:56:54 Erato Basea: How can help global academic publishers support and encourage 

epistemic decentralization? Thank you for your enlightening talk. 

00:57:08 David Mills: Yes, thanks Leandro - really excellent. How might one, in an ideal 

world, seek to decentralising the logics of the global citation indexes ? Or is this an 

impossible task? 

00:57:22 Romina Miorelli: Sorry for the length of my comment/question. I found Leandro’s 

points really very thought-provoking clearly! :) 

00:57:43 Eliel Cohen: yes fantastic presentation and I really liked the partially 

autobiographical way you organised it! 

01:00:19 Romina Miorelli: 👏👏 

01:03:25 Erato Basea: We cannot hear the speaker, I am afraid! 

01:03:41 Cristina Carvalho: We cannot hear the speaker as well 

01:04:38 Gift Sonkqayi: Such a great presentation! learnt a lot. Thank you! 

01:04:57 glen chatelier: I am now connected 

01:06:18 Alis Oancea: Next: Yulia Gataulina, Romina Miorelli, Piers von Berg 

01:08:37 Ronald Barnett: Leandro's terrific presentation helps to put flesh on the murky 

phrase 'the ecology of knowledges' - but raises yet further questions in the process!  It 

would be good to hear Leandro reflect on the matter. 

01:12:43 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today. A recording of this webinar will be 

available via the CGHE site tomorrow morning: https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-

seminar/on-decentralizing-epistemic-authority-beyond-the-centers-of-knowledge-

production/  

01:14:17 CGHE Webinars: Our next webinar will be on Thursday and will be the final in this 

special series, 'Racism and Coloniality in Global Higher Education'. It is titled: 'Towards 

‘Decolonizing’ Curriculum and Pedagogy (DCP) across Disciplines and Global Higher 

Education Contexts: A Critical Synthesis'. More details here: 

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/on-decentralizing-epistemic-authority-beyond-the-centers-of-knowledge-production/
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https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/towards-decolonizing-curriculum-and-

pedagogy-dcp-across-disciplines-and-global-higher-education-contexts-a-critical-synthesis/ 

01:14:37 CGHE Webinars: Further discussion and resources can be found on Padlet: 

https://padlet.com/trevortreharne/97yk98jrjdw4dx34 

01:14:58 Anoud Abusalim: Thanks a lot for a really interesting and thought- provoking 

presentation. 

01:15:13 CGHE Webinars: Just a reminder that for attendees that come to at least six 

webinars of the eight in the series, we will offer a certificate of participation on request. You 

will just need to drop a note to researchcghe@gmail.com at the end of the series 

01:16:35 Dr Tushar Brahmbhatt: Are you providing certificate for this webinar? 

01:17:20 Cristina Carvalho: Leandro, excellent and thought-provoking presentation! Many 

thanks from a Brazilian researcher. 

01:17:29 CGHE Webinars: We don't provide certificates for individual webinars. 

01:18:45 Sunita Abraham: Thanks Leandro for a thought-provoking presentation, and also 

for your enthusiasm and optimism in thinking about creative and collaborative ways to 

move this agenda forward. 

01:19:16 Vicki Trowler: Thank you for a brilliant presentation! 

01:19:38 Erato Basea: Thanks so much, Leandro! 

01:20:29 Leandro Rodriguez-Medina: Leandro.rodriguez@udlap.mx 

01:20:31 Serap Emil: Leandro thank you very much for great idea on "Incomplete" option :) I 

will definitely share this with my journal team. 

01:20:39 jorge gibert: Thanks Leandro for sharing your ideas 

01:20:41 mutia Alnimrat: telling more information about languages and translation  made it 

more clear. Thank you. 

01:21:37 Victorița Trif: Thank you for this very interesting session! 

01:27:20 Vicki Trowler: Well worth running over! 

01:27:20 Penny Welch: That was super, Thank you very much. 

01:27:23 Judith Hillier: Many thanks - really interesting! 

01:27:27 David Mills: Fabulous..thanks Leandro.. 

01:27:35 Mansi Middha: Thank you :) 

01:27:37 Yusuf İkbal Oldaç: Thanks for the great session! 

01:27:47 Leandro Rodriguez-Medina: Thank you all! I felt at home! 
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01:27:49 Maria Rucsandra Stan: Many thanks Leandro, fantastic presentation! 


